The C-terminal 179-aa region of yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) TATA-binding protein (TBP), phylogenetically conserved and sufficient for many functions, formed crystals diffracting to 1.7-A resolution. The structure of the protein, determined by molecular replacement with coordinates from Arabidopsis TBP and refined to 2.6 A, differed from that inArabidopsis slightly by an angle ofabout 120 between two structurally nearly identical subdomains, indicative of a degree of conformational flexibility. A model for TBP-DNA interaction is proposed with the following important features: the long dimension of the protein follows the trajectory of the minor groove; two rows of basic residues conserved between the subdomains lie along the edges ofthe protein in proximity to the DNA phosphates; a band of hydrophobic residues runs down the middle of the groove; and amino acid residues whose mutation alters specificity for the second base of the TATA sequence are juxtaposed to that base.
TATA-binding protein (TBP) is unique among transcription factors in its involvement in initiation by all three eukaryotic RNA polymerases (1, 2) . A component of initiation factors SLi and TFIIIB, TBP is believed to make nonspecific contacts with the promoters for RNA polymerases I and III, respectively (1) (2) (3) (4) . In the case of RNA polymerase II transcription, TBP interacts with other proteins constituting the initiation factor TFIID and specifically recognizes the TATA element of the promoter (5, 6) . Despite its specificity, TBP tolerates considerable variation in the TATA sequence and is required for transcription from "TATA-less" RNA polymerase II promoters as well (7) (8) (9) . Remarkable also are the number and variety of interactions between TBP and activators and coactivators oftranscription demonstrated in vitro (e.g., refs. 10 and 11). The unusual aspects and versatility of TBP reflected in its multiple roles in transcription call for structural analysis in atomic detail.
Genes for TBP have been cloned from many organisms (refs. 12-14; GenBank accession nos. M64861 and L07754), and the gene sequence shows conservation of a C-terminal domain of about 180 aa, 81% identical between yeast and man, divided in two directly repeated regions of about 40% identical sequence. By contrast, the N-terminal domain is widely divergent in both size and sequence, ranging from as few as 18 aa in Arabidopsis to about 160 in humans and 176 in Drosophila. The conserved C-terminal domain is alone sufficient for TBP function, both in vitro and in vivo (15, 16) , and is therefore the most attractive candidate for structural analysis.
The crystal structure of TBP from Arabidopsis was recently solved at 2.6-A resolution by the method of multiple isomorphous replacement (12) . We have now used these results to solve the structure of the conserved C-terminal domain of the yeast protein (yTBP179) by molecular replace-
The publication costs of this article were defrayed in part by page charge payment. This article must therefore be hereby marked "advertisement" in accordance with 18 U.S.C. §1734 solely to indicate this fact. (and between S2' and S3') and, together with the curved l3-sheet, form a cylindrical cleft. Two long helices (H2 and H2') are cradled on the convex surface of the sheet, and two short helices (Hi and Hi') are found at either end of the molecule, preceding strand S2 (S2') in the overall trace. An extended chain connecting the two subdomains and corresponding to part of the basic region in the sequence between them is the only structural element that is not represented in both subdomains, and is the only structurally asymmetric part of the C-terminal domain of TBP (Fig. 1) . The refined structure of the yeast protein gives an indication of the conformational variability of TBP. The two monomers of Arabidopsis TBP were found to have nearly identical conformations (0.5 A rms, Ca positions). The two monomers of the yeast protein were slightly less similar to each other (1.1 A rms), and both adopted slightly different conformations from the Arabidopsis TBP. The conformational difference appears to be a twist propagated through the whole 3-sheet, together with a splaying apart of the two subdomains. The magnitude of this combined motion can be estimated for any pair of monomers by aligning corresponding subdomains separately and then determining the magnitude of a single rotation relating the two alignments. The value ranges from a maximum of 11.80 for the comparison of the first yeast monomer with the second Arabidopsis monomer, to 8.70 for the two yeast monomers, to a minimum of2.60 for the alignment of the two Arabidopsis monomers (Fig. 2) .
Additional, local conformation variability was also found. Fig. 3 . and that are therefore likely to underly asymmetric functions in which one subdomain or the other is involved. We investigated whether residues conserved between the two subdomains formed the basis of the subdomain structure by examining the general chemical properties ofthese residues and their tendency to be buried in the hydrophobic core of TBP. These residues are both hydrophilic (20 residues) and hydrophobic (32 residues), and on average, are no more likely to be solvent-inaccessible than other residues from the protein (see Fig. 4A ; blue, solvent-accessible; yellow, solvent-inaccessible). Using the method of Lee (22) . Interactions between TBP and the sugarphosphate backbone of DNA would be expected to be symmetric and to underly the conservation between the two symmetry-related subdomains; these interactions appear to be a stronger constraint on the amino acid sequence than those in the hydrophobic core. Similarly, since many amino acids in the hydrophobic core differ between the two subdomains, their involvement in the conserved structure must be explained by specific covariation during evolution (Figs. 3 
and 4) (23).
The second type of sequence homology, conservation across species (Figs. 3 and 4) , includes most of the residues conserved between the two subdomains of the yeast sequence, as well as residues conserved in only one subdomain. Displayed on the structure, the amino acids defined by this homology form the concave surface of the 3-sheet, including the loops between S2 and S3, and also a region in the first subdomain including the loop between Hi and S2, part of Si', the loop between S3 and S4, and residues on or near the solvent-accessible surface of helix H2 (Fig. 4B, yellow) (Fig. 3) .
Residues Finally, residues 93-143 are sufficient for interaction of TBP with adenoviral ElA protein (10) .
The functional significance of the residues conserved in one subdomain or symmetrically conserved in both subdomains may be further revealed by the sequences of a candidate TBP from Plasmodium and of a TBP-like factor (TRE) from Drosophila (13, 14) . Inclusion of these sequences in the alignment with all others reduces the fraction of residues conserved among all sequences from 59% to 26%, with the elimination of the asymmetric patterns of conservation in favor of patterns more closely resembling the conservation between the two subdomains. Residues that remain conserved in only one subdomain in this more stringent comparison may have particular functional importance (Fig. 3) .
Protein-DNA Interaction. A plausible model for TBP-DNA interaction may be derived from existing information, though details must await the structure determination of cocrystals. Mutagenesis studies identify many of the solvent-accessible residues on the concave side of the (-sheet 
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**** * * * * * * * * ** *** *** ***** * * * ** * **** *** ** * * **** ****** * * ******** * **** ** * * * * * * ** ** * * **** *** * **** ** * * * FIG. 3. Sequence conservation in the C-terminal domain ofTBP with alignment of the two domains (Upper and Lower). S.c., Saccharomyces cerevisiae; A.t., Arabidopsis thaliana. Identically conserved residues in each category are indicated by stars. "Cons. in Closely Rel" (conserved in closely related) refers to conservation among sequences from human, Drosophilia, Dictyostelium, Acanthamoeba, Schizosaccharomyces pombe, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, wheat, potato, Caenorhabditis elegans, and maize (see text for references). "Cons. in All" refers to amino acids conserved among the closely related sequences together with the sequence for TBP from Plasmodium and TBP-like protein TRF from Drosophila. Basic amino acids largely conserved between the two domains and among all sequences are indicated (#). backbone of DNA may be presumed to involve the two subdomains in a symmetric fashion, calling for alignment of the pseudo-dyad axis of the protein with a dyad of the DNA. In one model, TBP interacts with the DNA through the concave side of the 3-sheet and is aligned with the long dimension of the protein perpendicular to the long axis of the DNA (12) . We suggest an alternative and more specific model in which TBP is rotated about a coincident dyad with the DNA, allowing it to wrap around the DNA following the trajectory of the minor groove ( Fig. 5 A and B) . In this position, the 10 strands of 3sheet make nearly exclusive contact with the minor groove, consistent with biochemical characterization ofthe complex (27, 28) and suggestions from sequence comparisons (31, 32) .
Four further observations support our model in detail. (i) There is an excellent fit of TBP along its entire length to the minor groove. After the relative orientation of protein and DNA in the model was determined by manual positioning, rigid body minimization of van der Waals energy in XPLOR resulted in only minor adjustment (<3-6°).
(ii) Four basic residues that are conserved between the two subdomains (105, 110, 120, and 127 in subdomain 1; 196, 201, 211 , and 208 in subdomain 2), and also well conserved across species, lie along two rows circumscribing the presumptive DNA-binding cleft of TBP and, in our model, follow the sugar-phosphate backbones of the two DNA strands (Fig. 5  A and B ). An additional basic residue (107 in subdomain 1 and 199 in subdomain 2) is also conserved, but less so. The model thus resembles the structures of many other DNA-binding proteins whose basic residues make sequence-independent contacts with DNA phosphates (29) .
(iii) An essentially uninterrupted band of hydrophobic residues runs down the center-of the DNA-binding surface, between the two rows of basic (and other hydrophilic) residues. This arrangement of hydrophobic and hydrophilic residues reinforces the argument for a uniform pattern of contacts between TBP and DNA on the concave side of the /-sheet. A uniform pattern of conservation is a natural attribute of a model in which the protein lies entirely within the minor groove rather than across both sugar-phosphate backbones of the DNA (Fig. SC) (12) .
(iv) Hydroxyl radical footprints exhibit a dyad between the fourth and fifth base pairs of the consensus TATAAA sequence, whereas phosphate ethylation protection analysis suggests a dyad 1 bp 3' to this location (27, 28) . Remarkably, for the alignment ofeither dyad with the pseudo-dyad ofTBP, the residues whose mutation causes a change in specificity for the second base pair of the consensus sequence are juxtaposed with that very base pair (26) . Mutations that result in a dominant negative allele of TBP, presumably by disrupt- (27 (33, 34) . There are many reasons to suspect that TBP may participate in DNA unwinding for transcription. First, cr70, which resembles TBP in several respects (35) , is involved in DNA melting by E. coli RNA polymerase holoenzyme. Second, TBP has been shown to bind singlestranded DNA with an affinity only 1 order of magnitude less and 2 orders of magnitude greater than those for the TATA element and nonconsensus double-stranded DNA, respectively. Third, the structure of TBP resembles those of two other proteins known to bind single-stranded nucleic acids, the RNA-binding-domain protein and bacteriophage T4 gene S protein, both of which contain extensive surfaces of antiparallel (3-sheet (36, 37) . Insofar as the mode of TBP-DNA interaction resembles the nucleic acid-binding interactions of these two proteins, TBP may enforce a partially singlestranded character of its binding site or facilitate unwinding in a subsequent step. Finally, attributes of the yeast structure and our model for its interaction with DNA could account for the specificity of TBP binding in vitro and at polymerase II promoters, despite a paucity of features in the minor groove for discrimination of specific bases (38) . Even partial unwinding of the DNA might facilitate contacts between the hydrophobic residues running down the center of the DNA-binding surface and the bases. And the conformational flexibility of the protein seen in the crystal structure might contribute not only to an unwinding interaction but also to the positioning of sequencespecific contacts between the protein and the DNA.
